Hoolie 6 Tent
A compact, simple to pitch tunnel tent which is great for
weekend or shorter duration trips where low weight / small
pack size are important.
Sleeps: 6
Season Rating Spec: 3 season campsite
Free standing?: No (tent requires guy lines to be pitched)
Minimum Weight: 6.35Kg (14lb )
Packed Weight: 6.75Kg (14lb 14oz)
Pitch Time (estimate): 15 mins
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 2
Pitch Type: Fly and Inner pitch together
Pack size: 55cm x 23cm
Range: 3 Season
Flysheet: Stormtex P4000 FR
Floor: Aqua Stop P6000
Poles: 11mm Superflex Alloy
Pegs: 25 x Alloy 'V' Angle
Guylines: 14 x Black Reflective
Inner Door: Half Mesh

£550.00 RRP

Stub Code:
44HOO60

Description
This is an ideal tent for families looking for a style they can easily fit in the boot of a car for weekend or shorter duration
forays.
â–º The Hoolie 6 tent offers a great space to weight/pack-size ratio - Weighing just 6.75kg with a pack size of 55cm x 23cm
â–º This tent can comfortably sleep 6 people, there is also the option of sleeping 4 people and using the second bedroom for extra
living or storage space ideal for boots, rucksacks
â–º The Hoolie range of tents use a really quick and easy to pitch tunnel design thanks to clever colour coding and a 'pitch as one'
aesthetic
â–º The inner tent is attached to the flysheet, so it goes up 'as one' which makes it ideal in wet weather!
â–º This 6 person tent includes plenty of ventilation, and storage space
â–º It uses reliable lightweight 11.0mm, 9.5mm Superflex alloy poles with tried and tested Wild Country high performance flysheet and
groundsheet fabrics
Fully waterproof and taped flysheet and groundsheets provide great protection from the elements. 'Footprints' to prolong the life ofthe
tent and help keep it clean can be purchased separately here

